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Abstract 

Ultra-relativistic heavy-ions carry strong electromagnetic and nuclear fields. 
Interactions between these fields in peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions can 
probe many interesting physics topics. This presentation will focus on co- 

herent two-photon and photonuclear processes at RHIC. The rates for these 
interactions will be high. The coherent coupling of all the protons in the nu- 

cleus enhances the equivalent photon flux by a factor Z2 up to an energy of 
N 3 GeV. The plans for studying coherent interactions with the STAR exper- 
iment will be discussed. Experimental techniques for separating signal from 
background will be presented. 

1 The Relativistic Heavy-ion Collider (RHIC) and 

the STAR Experiment 

The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC), which is now under construction at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, is designed to accelerate protons and nuclei (A=l-197) 
to energies of 100 - 250 A GeV [I]. Th e center-of-mass collision energies will be an order 
of magnitude higher than has previously been available for heavy nuclei. Some of the 
possible beams, with corresponding beam energies and luminosities, are listed in Table 1. 
RHIC will begin operation in 1999. 

STAR (Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC) is one of two large experiments at RHIC[2]. STAR 
is primarily designed to study hadronic observables over a wide region of phase space. The 
main detector is a large, cylindrical Time Projection Chamber (TPC), which is placed 
inside a 0.5 T solenoidal magnet. Tracks of charged particles produced in the interactions 
will be reconstructed in the TPC, and the particle momenta will be determined from the 
curvature in the magnetic field. Information on energy loss in the TPC gas may be used 

‘The STAR Collaboration list can befound (under “organization”) at: 

http://rsgiOl.rhic.bnl.gov/star/starlib/c-loc/www/star.html 
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Projectile Z A Kinetic Energy Lorentz factor, y Luminosity 

[A GeV] [cmd2 s-l] 

P 1 1 251 268 1.4 * 103l 
0 8 16 125 135 9.8 . 1O28 
Si 14 28 125 135 4.4 * 1028 
CU 29 63 115 126 9.5 * 1oz7 
I 53 127 104 113 2.7 . 1O27 
Au 79 197 100 108 2.0 * 1026 

Table 1: Possible beam projectiles and maximum energies and luminosities at RHIC, 
from the RHIC conceptual design report [l]. 

to identify low-momentum particles. The main TPC roughly covers the pseudorapidity 
range 171 < 2.0 (q = - tan(0/2), h IV ere 8 is the polar emission angle). 

Other detectors in STAR are the forward TPCs (FTPC), the silicon vertex tracker 
(SVT), and the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC). The forward TPCs will complement 

the main TPC by detecting charged particles in the range 2.5 <I 7 15 3.75. A Time-of- 
Flight (TOF) y t s s em and a Ring-Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector have been proposed 
and would provide improved parl,icle identification at high momenta. Figure 1 shows a 

picture of STAR. 
STAR will have a flexible multi-level trigger. In the lower trigger levels, the trigger 

information will be provided by the central trigger barrel (CTB) and the TPC anode 
wires, operating as wire chambers. The CTB consists of 240 scintillators covering Iv] < 1; 
the TPC anode wires will provide multiplicity information in the range 1 < 1~1 < 2. In the 
highest trigger level TPC tracking information will also be available. In addition, zero- 
degree calorimeters along the bea.,m lines on either side of the experiment (for detection 
of neutrons in nuclear breakup) are used for triggering. 

Section 5 will discuss the experimental techniques for studying coherent interactions 
within STAR. The analyses presented there will be based on a year 1 configuration of 
STAR consisting of the main TP(J, forward TPCs, CTB, and the TPC anode wire read- 
out. Without the EMC, only final states consisting exclusively of charged particles will 
be considered. 

2 Coherent Nuclear Interactions 

Coherent nuclear interactions arc! defined as reactions between the fields of the nuclei, 
whereby the fields couple coherently to all the nucleons. The nuclei do not directly 
participate in these interactions, but act as sources of fields. In the reactions, 

24+A+A+A+X, (1) 

a final state X is produced, while the nuclei normally remain in their ground state. 
These reactions occur through the collision of two exchange particles. For purely elec- 

tromagnetic interactions, the exchange particles are photons, and the process corresponds 

to a two-photon interaction. For the strong nuclear force, the exchange particles are in 
principle gluons. Gluons cannot, however, couple coherently to several nucleons, since 
they have a color charge. The colorless exchange particle of the nuclear interaction is the 
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Silicon Vertex Tracker 

Figure 1: The STAR detector at RHIC. The outer radius of the TPC cylinder is 
2 m and the length is 4 m. 

Pomeron, which, under certain circumstances, might be interpreted as a pair of gluons 
or a gluon ladder[3]. C 1 1 o or ess nuclear interactions may also be mediated by mesons. 
Coherent nuclear interactions can thus be of the following types: two-photon, photon- 
Pomeron/meson (photonuclear) and Pomeron/meson-Pomeron/meson. The cross section 
for Pomerom-Pomeron reactions is expected to be low[4]. In the rest of this paper, only 
two-photon and photonuclear interactions will be discussed further. 

The maximum 4-momentum transfer in a coherent nuclear interaction is determined 
by the nuclear form factor. The maximum momentum transfer for coherence is Q,,, N 
he/R in the rest frame of the nucleus, where R is the nuclear radius. This has two 
important consequences. First, the transverse momentum of the final state is limited to 

PT 5 d%ic/R. s econdly, the ma.,ximum photon energy is limited to yhc/R, where y is 
the Lorentz factor of the nucleus in the relevant frame. 

The flux of virtual photons from the electromagnetic field of the nuclei scales as Z2, 
so the two-photon luminosity scales as Z4. This is one of the advantages of studying 
two-photon interactions in nuclear collisions. For Pomerons/mesons the scaling with A 
is more complicated because of nuclear shadowing, as will be discussed in the section on 
photonuclear interactions. 

The maximum two-photon center-of-mass energy is N 2yfLc/R, where y is the Lorentz 
factor of the nuclei in the center--of-mass frame. This is about 6 GeV for heavy nuclei 
at RHIC. RHIC will be the first accelerator energetic enough to produce hadronic final 
states in coherent interactions. 

3 Two-Photon Interactions 

Two-photon interactions at RHIC will have energies in the region dominated by resonance 

production. Neutral resonances with spin J=O or 2 can be produced in a collision of two 
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quasi-real photons. Meson pairs ( T+T-, nor’, K+K- etc.) and lepton pairs (e+e-, p+p-, 
T+T-) can also be produced. A few of the very many interesting physics topics that can 
be studied in two-photon collisions at RHIC are the following: 
Electron/Lepton pair production: Reactions of the type Au + Au + Au + Au + 
e+e-. The calculation of the cross section for this process has attracted some interest 
recently[5, 6, 7, 81. The process is pure QED, but Zcr N 0.6. Calculations using first 
order perturbation theory violates unitarity (the interaction probability becomes larger 
than 1) even at fairly large impa’ct parameters (b - XC = 386 fm)[9]. Unitarity can be 
restored if higher order terms are included in the calculations[lO]. These higher order 
terms lead to the production of multiple pairs. The importance of higher order effects 
is still under debate. Recent non-perturbative calculations have found that the e+e- 
cross section is identical to that olotained from lowest-order perturbation theory[6]. Non- 

perturbative effects should be present in the production of multiple pairs. These results 
were criticized in Ref. [5], w lc h’ h concluded that higher order terms contribute 25% of the 
e+e- cross section at RHIC. Measurements of single and multiple electron/positron pairs 
should help resolving these thee-retical difficulties and serve as a probe of strong-field 
QED. 
Meson Spectroscopy: Reactions of the type yy + Resonance can be used to probe 
the quark content of the produced state. Photons couple to charge, rrr c( Q”. A nice 
illustration of this is the two-photon widths of the neutral mesons (f,(1270), a2(1320), 
and f,‘( 1525)) in the tensor meson nonet. These states are believed to have the quark 
compositions shown below. 

Meson Quark Composition I’y y (relative) I’y y (measured) 

f2(1270) $un+ dii! > 25 2.8 keV 

az(1320) -&Iuu - di! > 9 1.0 keV 

fi’(1525) Iss > 2 0.1 keV 

From this one can easily compute the expected relative two-photon width. As can be 
seen, this is also in good agreement with the measured values. 

For a pure glueball, rrr = 0 to first order and the cross section for two-photon pro- 
duction would vanish. Stringent liimits on the two-photon widths is an important test for 
glueball candidates. Two of the most promising glueball candidates are the fo( 1500)[11] 

and the f~(2220) (also known as f(2230))[12]. 
Meson Pair Production: At the hadron level, photons couple only to charged mesons. 
So, riT+7r- should be produced, wit,h 7r07ro suppressed. This picture applies near threshold, 
where the photon wavelength is llarge compared to the size of the meson. However, at 
higher energies, the photons ‘see’ and couple to quarks and n+7rlr- and 7r07ro are produced 
in comparable numbers. By comparing the rates of the two final states, the transition 
can be studied, and the size of the mesons determined. 

However, for some channels, other mechanisms may apply. The reaction yy + pop0 
is of special interest. A resonance is observed near threshold for Mpp N 1.3 - 1.6 GeV. A 
similar resonance is not observed in the p+p- channel[l3]. 

The cross section for the two--photon production of a state is usually factorized into a 
cross section for yy fusion and an equivalent yy luminosity, 

a(A t A -+ At A. t X) = // &cq7+x(W)dWdY, (2) 
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Figure 2: Differential two-photon luminosity, U/&V, for 0~0, 1+1, and Au+Au 
collisions at RHIC. 

The two-photon cross sections, a..,,+~ (IV), for single resonances, lepton and meson pairs 

can be found in Ref. [14]. 
The two-photon luminosity in peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions has been discussed 

by several authors [15]. These analyses use the Weizsacker-Williams method in the im- 
pact parameter representation to calculate the equivalent photon flux. When the nuclear 
impact parameter, b, is smaller than the sum of the nuclear radii, hadronic interactions 
will dominate. To find the usable two-photon luminosity this region must be excluded 
from the integration. In the papers cited above, this is accomplished by introducing a 
sharp cut of at b = Rr + &. The differential luminosity is 

d& 
dwl dw2 

= LAA 
s s 

n(ul,b&+&)@(l & - $2 I -2R)d2W2h , (3) 
bl>R bz>R 

where 1z(w, b) is the Weizsacker-Williams photon flux from one of the nuclei at a distance 

b from its center. The O-function is defined as O(X) = 0 for 2 < 0 and O(s) = 1 for 
II: > 0. Then, for y >> 1, 

n(w,b) ::= -& = 
z2a 1 
7 ,6252Kt(x) - (4 

Here, w is the photon energy, b the impact parameter, and 2 = bw/y [16]. In Eq. 4 and 
in the rest of this paper, natural units are used, i.e. fi = c = 1. Since n(w,b) N Z2, 
the luminosity essentially scales as 2 4. The scaling is inexact, however, because of the 
O-function in Eq. 3 and the variation of R with A/Z. 

A variable transformation from the individual photon energies, wi and wz, to the yy 
center-of-mass energy, IV, and ra.pidity, Y, is achieved by 

Wl = 2 
I We” w = d= 
f we-“Y Y = !jln(wi/wz) . 

(5) 
w-2 = 
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Figure 3: Reduction in two-photon luminosity when the nucleon density is ap- 
proximated with a Woods-Saxon distribution (‘dotted line) as compared with a flat 
distribution for T < R,,, (solid line). Th e calculation is for gold-gold interactions 

at lOO+lOO A GeV. 

The differential yy luminosity, dL,,/dW, is then 

d& _ s O” -.- _ 

tlW 
dL~~ dy 

-mm ’ (6) 

Figure 2 shows the equivalent two-photon luminosity for three different nuclear sys- 
tems at RHIC, calculated from Eq. 3. The highest two-photon luminosity is obtained in 
I+1 interactions. The lower 2 is compensated by higher nuclear luminosity and smaller 
nuclear radius. 

The sharp cut-off at b = 2R in Eq. 3 treats the nuclei as hard spheres. In a more 
realistic model one has to consider also the diffuseness of the nuclear surface. This can 
be accomplished by first rewriting the expression for the luminosity as 

dJ% 
&I dw2 = LaA~~>R~~>R11(WI~bl)n(W2,b2) [1 - &vT(I & - 62 j)]d2bld2b2. (7) 

where PINT(b) is the hadronic interaction probability for a nucleus-nucleus collision at 

impact parameter b. There is a finite probability for having an interaction also at impact 
parameters b > 2R. This probabillity can be calculated using the Glauber Model: 

P(b) = 1 - exp (-gnn / TA(r)Tg(b - r)d2r) (8) 

where cnn is the hadronic nucleon-nucleon cross section and T(r) is the nuclear thickness 
function[l7]. Here, o,, = 52 mb is used, corresponding to &=200 GeV [13]. The 
thickness function is calculated frlom the nucleon density distribution p, 

T(6) = 1 p($ z)dz . 

For p, a Woods-Saxon or Fermi dlistribution is used: 

(9) 

p(r) = 
PO 

1 + exp( r-:U) ’ 
(10) 
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Final State rrr Au+Au 1+1 

bV1 CT [pb] Evts./Year (T [pb] Evts./Year 

To 7.8 eV 4700 9.4 * lo6 1100 3.0 * 10’ 

rl 0.5 884 1.8 . lo6 229 6.2 - lo6 

;(980) 4.3 0.6 642 75 1.5 1.3 * * lo5 10s 178 21 4.8 5.6 - . lo6 lo5 

fz( 1270) 2.8 514 1.0 . lo6 149 4.0 * lo6 

u2( 1320) 1.0 155 3.1 lo5 45 1.2 * lo6 

f;(l525) 0.1 7 1.4 . lo4 2 5.8 . lo4 

rlc( 2980) 7.5 2 4.7 . 103 1 2.3 - lo4 

L+- - 130 mb 2.7 . 10’ 33 mb 8.9 - lo8 

rfr- - 0.65 1.3 . lo3 0.29 8.0 - lo3 

POP0 - 20 4.0 . lo4 6 1.6 - lo5 

Table 2: Cross sections and production rates at RHIC for various final states in 
two-photon interactions at design luminosity. One year corresponds to lo7 seconds 
of operation. The pop0 is in the invariant mass range 1.5-1.6 GeV. 

where R,,, is the nuclear radius and c is the skin-thickness. Here, the radius is calculated 
from R,,, = roA1f3 with ro = 1.16(1. - 1.16Am2/“) f m, and a constant skin-thickness of 
c=O.53 fm is used. These parameterizations are obtained from electron-nucleus scattering 

data[l8]. 
The effect of using a Woods-Saxon distribution for the nucleon density as compared 

with a O-function is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 3. The luminosity is reduced up 
to 15%, depending on energy. 

The cross sections and production rates (using a Woods-Saxon distribution) for various 
resonances, muon and tau pairs, ‘and pp pairs are shown in Table 2 for Au+Au and I+1 
interactions. For mesons in the mass range O-2 GeV, the production rates will be between 
lo’-lo7 events per year. In sect’ion 5 these rates will be compared with the rates of 
background reactions. 

4 Photonuclear Interactions 

In this section exclusive vector meson production in photonuclear interactions will be 
discussed. These reactions are of the type y + A + V + A, where V is a vector meson 

(P, w, 4 and J/a are discussed :here). The reactions are usually described within the 
framework of the Vector Dominance Model and are assumed to Proceed in the following 
way: One of the nuclei emits a photon, which fluctuates into a vector meson. The vector 

meson then scatters off the other nucleus. 
There are several reasons to study these interactions in nuclear systems. The reaction 

y+N+V+N(N is a nucleon) i,s mediated by mesons (dominant at low energy) and by 
Pomerons (dominant at high energy). By extending these studies to nuclei one can study 
how Pomerons and mesons couple to nuclei. 

Photonuclear J/e production is of special interest since in photonucleon interactions 
the energy dependence violates the soft-Pomeron/Regge-theory behaviour. It has been 
suggested that the diffractive production of J/@-mesons on nuclear targets can probe the 
gluon distributions in nuclei[l9, 201. 
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Figure 4: Total inelastic vector meson-nucleon cross sections. 

The cross section for the excllusive production of one vector meson is calculated as 
the product of the Weizsacker-W’illiams photon flux, n(w), with the photonuclear cross 
section, a,A, integrated over photon energy, 

a(-4 + A + A + A + V) = 21 CJ~A+VA(W) K!(U) dw . (11) 

The factor of 2 is because either nucleus can emit a photon. The photon flux is calculated 
by integrating Eq. 4 over all impact parameters b > 2R , and averaging over the area of 
the target nucleus[21]. 

The 4-momentum transfer from the target nucleus, t, will be determined by the nuclear 
form factor, F(t), in coherent realctions. The cross section is 

(12) 

F(t) can be approximated with a gaussian, 

For a gold nucleus Qo = 60 Me\/ [22]. In th 
tmin = [M;/4wy12. A 

e narrow width approximation (I’v = 0), 
more realistic model includes the natural width of the vector meson 

(important for the p)[23]. 
The forward scattering amplitude is extrapolated from yN interactions. Studies at 

the electron-proton collider HERA h ave shown that the cross section for exclusive vector 
meson production at high energies increases slowly with energy. The variation is consistent 
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Figure 5: Forward scattering amplitudes for diffractive vector meson production on 
gold nuclei. 

with Regge theory and soft-Pomeron exchange. Exclusive vector meson production 
summarized in Ref. [24], f rom which the following parameterization can be extracted: 

is 

a(yp .-+ Vp) = x w& + Y w;; ) (14) 
where wyp is the yp center-of-mass energy (in GeV). The values of X, Y, c, and q are 
given in Table 3. For C$ and J/Q the cross section rises monotonically with s and only the 
first term in Eq. 14 is necessary. For these mesons only Pomeron exchange contribute[25], 
while for the p and w meson exchange dominates at low energies. 

The t dependence can be para#meterized as [24, 261 

da da -.- = _ 
dt dt 

e-bltl+clt12 

t=o 
(15) 

The constant c is small, and the behaviour is essentially exponential. To simplify the 
following calculations, it will be assumed that c = 0. The forward scattering amplitude 
is then 

da 

dt 
= b. (xw;p+Yw;;). (16) 

i=o 

Y [pb] q b [GeVm2] 

26.0 1.23 11 

W 23.13 0.55 0.22 18.0 1.92 10 

4 13.71 0.34 0.22 _ - 7 

JD 10.45 0.0015 0.80 - - 4 

Table 3: Photon-vector meson couplings and parameterizations of the vector meson 
cross sections. The vaules for b are from Ref. [24]. See text for details. 
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Figure 6: Rapidity distributions of p and J/Q mesons produced in exclusive reactions 
Au + Au + Au + Au + V. ‘The total distribution (solid histogram) is the sum 
of the distributions for photon scattering off each of the projectile nuclei (dashed 
histograms). 

In Vector Meson Dominance, the forward scattering amplitude for the reaction y+N + 
V + N is given by the forward scattering amplitude for elastic V + N scattering times 
the y-vector meson coupling. The coupling is related to the width for the decay into an 
e+e- pair, 

LL 1 m,o? 

4n -3r 7 
V+e+ e- 

(17) 

where m, is the vector meson mass[27]. Using t’he values of I’V+te- in Ref. [13], the 
couplings in Table 3 are obtained. Eq. 17 is modified slightly when higher vector meson 
states are taken into account (Generalized Vector Meson Dominance Model), but this is 
not considered here. The total inelastic vector meson-nucleon cross section can then be 
related to the forward scattering iamplitude by the optical theorem, 

2 
(Jtot dfJ f,2 - q :z 

167r 4no dt +-, 
(yN + VN) . (18) 

The inelastic cross sections obtained from this are shown in Fig. 4. The cross sections for 
p and w are of the same order of’ magnitude as those for 7r-nucleon scattering, whereas 
the cross section for $-- and J/9- nucleon scattering are smaller. 

The total inelastic cross sections determine the scaling of 
y-nucleon to y-nucleus scattering through the optical theorem: 

dddt!,=, (YA + VA) dt( VA) 
da/dtItcO (yN + VN) = a&(VN) 

da/dt when going from 

(19) 

The total inelastic vector meson-nucleus cross sections are calculated from the inelastic 
cross sections for vector meson-nucleon scattering using the Glauber Model (cf. Eqs. 8 
and 9): 

otot( V4) = 
I 

(1 - ,-“(v”)T(b))d2b , 

The resulting forward scattering amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 5. The calculated 
values for y-nucleus scattering are compared with a simple A4i3 and A2 scaling of the 
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corresponding value for y-nucleon scattering. The scaling A2 corresponds to weak ab- 

sorption (0viv small), and A4i3 corresponds to strong “black disc” absorption (~VN large). 
For the p and the w, the scaling is closest to A 4/3 For the J/9 nuclear shadowing is less , 
important because of the much smaller inelastic cross section, and the scaling is close to 
A2. The 4 shows more shadowing than the J/q but less than the lighter mesons. The 
unit for da/& is [ pb GeVv2]. I qor simplicity, this has been converted to [fm4] in the 
figure. 

The cross sections for gold-g,old interactions are listed in Table 4. The table also 
lists the corresponding production rates at the design luminosity. Both the cross sections 
and production rates are high. The cross section for diffractive p-meson production is 
roughly 10% of the total inelastic Au+Au cross section. The rates are higher than for 
most two-photon final states. 

The rapidity distributions for j~ and J/q final states are shown in Fig. 6. The narrower 
distribution for the J/8 is a kinematical effect caused by the higher mass of the J/e. 

Meson. CT [mb] Prod. Rate [Hz] 
PO 640 130 
W 60 12 
4 41 8 

JlQ 320 ub 6.5 .1O-2 

Table 4: Cross sections and production rates for exclusive vector meson production 
in Au+ Au interact ions. 

5 Experimental Techniques 

Two-photon and coherent photonuclear interactions have never been studied in heavy-ion 
collisions before. To be able to study them it is necessary to develop adequate triggering 
and analysis techniques. This section will discuss the experimental procedures that have 
been developed for the STAR experiment. 

It will not be possible to tag the outgoing nuclei, because the typical transverse mo- 
mentum transfers (X 30 MeV for Au) are completely negligible compared with the total 
energy of the nuclei (19.7 TeV for Au); the resulting angular deflections will be of the or- 
der of microradians. Other techniques must be used to separate the coherent interactions 
from background processes. 

The analysis is based on usinrg the characteristics of coherent events and developing 
cuts that reject as much of the background as possible. It is assumed that the entire 
final state is detected and that nc:l other particles are present in the event. The following 
variables are used: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Charged Particle Multiplicity: The resonances formed in two-photon interactions 

decay into final states with ‘low multiplicity (2 or 4 charged particles for the states 
studied here). 

Charge Conservation: Since no charge exchange occur the final state is required to 
obey C Q; = 0. 

FTPC Multiplicity: It is required that the entire event is detected in the main TPC. 
By rejecting events with tracks in the forward TPCs backgrounds are reduced. 
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4. 

5. 

Final State Rapidity: Two-photon events are centered around midrapidity with a 

fairly narrow width. Requiring ~~~~~ < 0.75 reduces the background, particularly 
from beam-gas and incoherent photonuclear interactions, with little loss of signal. 

Transverse Momentum: Coherent events will have PT N l/R. Cuts on the transverse 
momenta of PT 5 100 MeV/c and PT 5 50MeV are used for triggering and off-line 
analysis, respectively. 

Two-photon events have been generated with the STARLight Monte Carlo[29]. The 
geometrical acceptance of the main TPC has been conservatively defined as 171 < 1.5 and 

PT > 150 MeV with 100% detection efficiency. For the forward TPC the corresponding 
cuts are 2.5 <I q I< 3.75 and PT ::> 100 MeV/c. 

The following sources of backgrounds have been identified: peripheral (hadronic) 
nucleus-nucleus collisions, beam--gas interactions, upstream interactions, photonuclear 
interactions (incoherent), and cosmic rays. The backgrounds have been simulated with 
different Monte Carlo codes. For hadronic nucleus--nucleus collisions and beam-gas events, 
FRITIOF 7.02[30] and VENUS 4.12[31] h ave been used. Photonuclear events have been 
simulated with DTUNUC 2.0[32]. F or cosmic rays (muons) HemiCosm[33] has been used. 
Details of these simulations are given in Ref. [28]. H ere, the general techniques will be 
described together with the current best background estimates. The simulations are fo- 
cussed on two-photon final states. The backgrounds to photonuclear events have not been 
studied in detail yet. However, because of the similar kinematics, the backgrounds are 
expected to be similar to yy react,ions, while the signals are considerably higher. Simula- 
tions have been performed both for the trigger and the off-line analysis. The trigger will 
be considered first. 

The STAR trigger has 4 levels (0, 1, 2, and 3). Levels 1 and 2 are combined here 
because it is not clear what calculations are possible in Level 1 and what will have to wait 
until Level 2. Level 0 uses programmable logic to determine the multiplicity in N 2~s. 
Inputs are the CTB and the TPC! wire multiplicity, Iv] < 2. Levels 1 and 2 use the same 
information, processed by a computer for more accurate multiplicity information (e.g. 
merging adjacent hits). TPC tra,cking will be available in Level 3, after approximately 
10 ms. 

In Level 0 a multiplicity cut of 2 5 n ch 2 5 is applied in combination with a crude 
topology cut (back-to-back in 4.). For Levels l/2 the multiplicity cut is sharpened to 
n,h = 2 or 4, and it is required that there are no tracks in the region 1.5 < Iv] < 2.0. 
Level 3 requires PT 5 100 MeV/ c and the vertex is required to be within the reaction 
diamond. The background trigger rates after these cuts have been applied are shown in 
Table 5. Even at Level l/2 these background rates are less than the signal rates from 
photonuclear interactions. The ra,tes are well within the capabilities of the STAR trigger 
system. 

Trigger Hadronic A+A Beam-Gas +/+A Cosmic Rays Total 
Level FRITIOF VENUS FRITIOF VENUS DTUNUC HemiCosm Rate 
0 18 21 53 53 63 26 160 

l/2 2 4 6 7 11 18 38 
3 0.03 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 1.2 

Table 5: Trigger Rates (in Hz) of the various background processes discussed in the 
text for gold-beams at the design luminosity. 
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Figure 7: Transverse momentum distribution for yy + fi(1270) + 7r+7rr- and 
backgrounds. The solid histogram shows the signal plus backgrounds and the dashed 
histogram shows the backgrounds. 

Detailed analyses have been performed for the following three systems: one interme- 
diate mass meson, fi(1270) + 7r+7r-; one meson pair, pp + n+x-x+r-; and one heavy 
meson, qc(2980) + K+n-K_7r +. These systems are representative of a wide selection of 
two-photon final states. 

The production rates for these states are shown in Table 2. Taking into account 
the branching ratios for the dec,ay modes studied and the geometrical acceptance of 
STAR gives the rates shown on the first line in Table 6. Applying the cuts l-5 for 
the peripheral collisions analysis above gives the rates shown on the second line of the 
same table. A similar analysis was made on the background events generated with 
FRITIOF/VENUS/DTUNUC, and the results are shown in the table. For the back- 
grounds, suitable cuts have been applied on the invariant mass. As an illustration, the 
effect on the transverse momentum distribution of the cuts l-4 above is shown in Figure 7. 

As can be seen, the signal to noise ratio will be very high for fi(1270) and p-pairs. 
For the Q particle identification (separation of pions from kaons) is necessary in order to 
suppress the backgrounds sufficiently. 

System 

.fi( 1270) 0 0 Q(2980) 
Within STAR Acceptance 380,000 9;5;0 33 

After analysis cuts 300,000 8,500 30 

Peripheral AA (FRITIOF/\‘ENUS) 400/4,000 50/460 90/680 

Beam-gas (FRITIOF/VENUS) 400/1,000 6/6 <l/<l 

+/+A (DTUNUC) 15,000 1,000 730 
Background without PID 16,000/20,000 1,000/1,500 820/1,400 
Background with PID 9115 

Table 6: Estimated signal and background rates (Events/year) with and without 

particle identification, for two-photon production of f2(1270), pop0 and qc(2980) in 
Au+Au collisions. 
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6 Conclusions 

RHIC will be the first heavy-ion accelerator energetic enough to produce final states with 
masses of several GeV in cohercsnt interactions. This will provide an opportunity for 
the study of many interesting physics topics. Some of these, e.g. strong-field multiple 
e+e--pair and coherent vector meson production. are unique to heavy-ion colliders. 

The rates for coherent two-photon and photonuclear interactions have been calculated 
and are found to be high. The experimental feasibility of studying these interactions have 
been demonstrated. Analysis techniques and algorithms have been developed which allow 
the separation of signal from background. 
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